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1. Log In

2. Select your route

Go to https://uiaa.result.site and log in by clicking the 
Login control ( 1.1) on the upper right corner.

1. Enter the credentials (1.2)
 - Email: judge@judge.com ( )
 - Password: weshalljudge ( )
2. and click Log in ( )

In the next couple of screens, navigate to your route. 
You will select in the following order:

1. The event (2.1)
2. The discipline (2.2)
3. The round (2.3)
4. The category (2.4)
5. The route (2.5)

If you mistyped, click the link above the controls to navigate 
back to the selection where you mistyped ( 2.5).

Which browser to use 

If you are using an iOS device (iPhone or iPad), please use Safari as your browser. 
On an Android device, use Google Chrome.

Screenshot 1.1

Screenshot 2.1 Screenshot 2.2 Screenshot 2.3 Screenshot 2.4 Screenshot 2.5

Screenshot 1.2
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4.2 Tops and 2nd Attempts
In case of a top, activate the toggle ( 4.2), (becomes: ).
In case of a second attempt, enter the new score (all in 4.2) and click the 2nd attempt control (becomes: ).

In any case, the score can be reviewed in the Confirm control ( 4.2)

IMPORTANT: Before judging the next athlete, you have to Confirm your score by pressing ( 4.2)!

If you confirmed by mistake, click Edit ( 4.3). If all is good, proceed to the next athlete ( 4.3)

3. The Startlist

4. Judging Controls - LEAD

After selecting the route, you see the startlist.
Use the filter bar ( 3.1) to find the athlete faster. 
Select the starter that you will judge first by pressing Start Judging ( 3.1).This takes you to the Judging interface (Section 4).

Click “BACK TO EVENTS” ( 3.1) if you see the wrong startlist.

4.1 Athlete overview  
When the athlete starts climbing, press Start ( 4.1) if you wish to record the 
time (become ).

Clicking Stop stops the time. Caution: you need to keep your phone active while the time runs, 
otherwise the timer stops. We recommend that you use another timer (not in a browser) as a 
back-up if measuring the climbing time is important.

Once the athlete falls, Stop the time ( 4.2) and enter a score in the score field 
(  4.2).

Screenshot 3.1

Screenshot 4.1 Screenshot 4.2 Screenshot 4.3

4.3 Offline mode
If you lose internet connection DO NOT REFRESH the page. Keep judging, once your internet is back, everything gets synchronised. 
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